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EXT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY AREA - NIGHT

Starry night with a crescent moon. Intense background music

plays as a broken factory area is shown.

Scenes show views of different broken factory exteriors that

includes: toxic barrels, broken windows, scratches and

marked parts on the walls and ground, rubble, and puddles.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (MAIN ROOM) - NIGHT

A broken "Welcome" sign is seen above a door. Scratches and

written words are seen next to the door.

Door opens...

Two of Lethal Weapons’ henchmen are seen guarding leader,

COBRA (35, criminal, stupid and a womanizer), as they enter

the building. Cobra is seen carrying a large sack of money,

while smoking a cigar.

As the criminals walk forward, more of the room is seen:

broken pipes, toxic barrels, and rubble.

Cobra throws the money bag down next to a larger pile of

stolen sacks of money, that are up against a wall. Cobra

pleasingly looks above to a blue print of the crime taking

place.

The blue print reveals how Cobra and his henchmen stole the

money from the National Arsenal Bank. From there they used a

truck to hide and avoid the police. The next step will be to

head back to their Lethal Weapons Head Quarters.

One henchman walks from the side with a sack of money.

CLAP!

Cobra satisfyingly high fives the henchman, for

accomplishing another part of their crime.

EXT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY AREA - NIGHT

Multiple henchmen are seen guarding and walking around

different parts of the area.

In one area, two henchmen are seen standing next to each

other.

BANG! BANG!

Both henchmen are shot to the ground, from the back. A

female masked shooter is seen standing with a gun.
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A pair of mysterious hands come from the right side behind

the shooter...

SNATCH! SWOOSH!

PUNCH! KICK! PUNCH!

A henchman falls to the ground with a bruised cheek. He is

seen holding the black mask from the mysterious female

shooter. He looks at it.

The female shooter’s shadow appears from the right side.

Looking up in surprise...

BANG!

The henchman is dead...

Holding the gun in her hand, the female shooter lifts her

head up and reveals to be, AGENT X (a.k.a Sabrina

Xtronaut)(30, secret agent, beautiful, brave, and

determined). She looks to the side and sees the current

situation of the scene.

A couple of henchmen is seen guarding one of the factory

buildings. Agent X peaks out from a pile of rubble to see

the scenery.

The young agent shoots a henchman from the distance. As the

henchman falls to the ground, Agent X moves closer to the

building.

The dying henchman struggles to raise his arm and hand in

the air. His hand lands on his chest, as he lays dead. The

hand slides down from a small red lit button...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (DIFFERENT ROOMS)- NIGHT

Old and broken machines and pipes. Markings on the floors,

walls and ceilings. Toxic barrels.

Red lit alarm lights...

BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!

In one room, Cobra is seen carrying another sack of money,

alongside a couple of a henchmen. Suddenly...

BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!

They notice the alarm. Cobra looks at it suspiciously...
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EXT. ENTIRE BROKEN FACTORY AREA - NIGHT

BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!

The loud alarm noise is heard throughout the entire factory

area...

EXT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY AREA - NIGHT

Beeping alarm stops...

Agent X excitingly looks ready as she holds her gun. Three

henchmen comes forward to stop her!

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!

The three henchmen miss their target just as...

UPPER KICK! BANG! BANG!

Agent X finishes off the three criminals. She stands up and

runs towards the nearby building!

Another henchman is seen, as the young agent keeps running

forward...

BANG! BANG!

Agent X dodges the shots fired! She grabs the henchman’s

shoulders...

BACKICK!

The henchman falls forward to the ground. The young agent

goes inside...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY - NIGHT

Broken pipes and marks on the walls. Scratches and wet

puddles on the floor. Factory machines and toxic barrels

around the room.

Some henchmen are seen carrying and dragging heavy bags of

money under Cobra’s supervision.

Suddenly from an unknown area...

PUNCH! KICK!

A random henchman is seen flying to the ground behind a

surprised Cobra!

CRASH!
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Cobra turns to see in shock that its Agent X, above the next

floor. Cobra’s cigar drops to the floor. He is completely

mesmerized by the beautiful agent.

One henchman tries to snap his fingers, in order to undo

Cobra’s trance. Failing to do so, the henchman face palms

himself in disbelief.

BANG!

The henchman falls dead to the ground. Not paying attention

at all, Cobra continues to gaze at Agent X. In return while

holding her gun she wiggles handcuffs at him.

Still not paying attention, Cobra proceeds to do flirtatious

gestures at her. Agent X rolls her eyes in disbelief. She

comes down and lands on the ground floor.

Looking annoyed, she walks forward. Behind her, the same two

henchmen from before, who were carrying the sack of money,

try to sneak away. Without even looking...

BANG! BANG!

Agent X shoots the paranoid henchmen. She comes close to

Cobra. The idiotic leader opens up his arms and closes his

eyes, awaiting a kiss.

SLAP! KICK! PUNCH!

Cobra falls to the ground with tears in his eyes. He finally

comes back to reality. Hearing a gun reload, he looks in

surprise towards his enemy.

Agent X points a gun to Cobra...

BANG!

Cobra is seen sitting, sweating with fear from the first

shot.

BANG!

Cobra dives and cowards in fear from the second shot!

BANG!

Cobra does a weird pose as he lands with one foot! He still

sweats with fear...

Not caring at all, he turns his head and sticks out his

tongue to Agent X. He satisfyingly looks at her.
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Agent X is still seen focused only on Cobra, as she still

points her gun at him. From the side, a henchman comes and

grabs Agent X by the arms, holding her against her will. She

drops her gun...

Cobra is seen walking over to a sack of money, while still

looking over to his captured enemy. As he grabs the money,

he waves and silently says "Bye" to her, and disappears in a

cartoony flash.

Agent X looks mad at her current situation, as four other

henchmen are surrounding her. As one of them prepares to

shoot her...

Flip! BANG!

Agent X dodges the bullet. The henchman who originally held

her is shot and falls to the ground.

The henchman from behind points his gun in the air...

BANG! BANG! *Click *Click

He misses and is out of bullets. He stands as he watches

Agent X, lands and kicks him. The henchman is knocked out.

Agent X flips and lands behind him.

The young agent stands with confidence, as she looks over to

one of the remaining henchmen.

BANG! BANG! BANG!

Agent X dodges the shots. The henchman pauses to reload his

gun. From the side, a henchman tries to grab her.

KICK!

The henchman is instantly stopped, by the pain in his

stomach. Agent X looks forward to the henchman reloading.

She runs lovingly to the side to the henchman. She hugs and

kisses him on his cheek, causing him to be distracted.

Looking at him, Agent X pulls out his gun from her side.

BANG!

The distracted henchman is down on the ground. Agent X

points the gun to the last henchman trying to run away.

BANG!

The last henchman is down. Agent X looks furiously to the

side. She runs to the same area Cobra ran away to...
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INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (IN FRONT OF A HALLWAY) -

NIGHT

Agent X stops to see what’s in the hallway. To her surprise,

five henchmen have their guns ready...

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!

She quickly dodges the shots coming toward her!

Hiding on the other side of the wall, the young agent waits

until the bullets die down. While waiting, she silently

countdowns, "3...2...1.."

One of the henchmen pops out, and Agent X quickly grabs and

pulls him down...

PUNCH! PUNCH! PUNCH!

Agent X comes back up with an AK-47, and turns her attention

to the henchmen.

BANG! BANG!

Now two henchmen are left...

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!

Agent X hides again briefly, waiting until the bullets die

down. Getting her chance again...

BANG! BANG! BANG!

Finally defeating the remaining ambush of henchmen, Agent X

continues to move on.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (DIFFERENT HALLWAY) - NIGHT

Cobra is seen running as fast as he can, with the sack of

money. He looks back thinking he lost his enemy.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (2ND FLOOR STAIRWAY) - NIGHT

Scratches, stains, and chipped off pieces on the walls and

stairs.

Cobra looks at the stairway excitingly. Curious enough, he

decides to go up the steps.
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INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (CORNER OF A DIFFERENT

HALLWAY) - NIGHT

Agent X stands hiding with the AK-47 she had before.

Footsteps of henchmen running and walking are heard by the

young agent.

The henchmen are across the hallway going the opposite

direction the agent just came from.

Finally, after waiting for the coast to be clear and

checking to make sure no one is watching, Agent X pushes a

secret button on her belt.

The belt lights up green for the moment. Agent X pulls out a

secret green GPS locator she’s had stored away.

On the green GPS, a red dot blinks...

INT. RANDOM POLICE CAR - NIGHT

A police officer is driving the car through the city...

BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!

The police officer points at the beeping location on the

GPS, as he begins to drive faster.

EXT. ARSENAL CITY STREETS - NIGHT

WEEEOOOEEEE! WEEEOOOEEE! WEEEOOOEEE!

Police cars are seen moving at a fast hot pursuit pace

through the streets!

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (CORNER OF A DIFFERENT

HALLWAY) - NIGHT

Agent X peaks out to make sure everything is clear. She

moves on to the next area...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (BROWN ROOM) - NIGHT

Agent X continues to proceed with her gun. Random henchmen

pop out of the doorway. Before having a chance to prepare

themselves...

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!

The henchmen fall dead. One more pops out of the doorway.

*Click* *Click* *Click* *Click*
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No more bullets. The henchman continues to run to Agent X.

Agent X throws her AK-47 at him.

SMACK!

The henchman is dazed by his bruised cheek. Just when the

pain of the cheek stops, Agent X jumps in the air and...

KICK!

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (DIFFERENT HALLWAY, 1ST FLOOR)

- NIGHT

Scratches on walls, rubble, and toxic barrels.

Agent X continues to run. She stops and sees a sign called

"Factory Levels." She pauses to think...

She has a realization! She runs forward...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (DIFFERENT HALLWAYS) - NIGHT

Broken windows and lights. Markings on doors and walls.

Different passageways and labeled rooms.

Agent X continues to run and look around the area.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (1ST FLOOR STAIRWAY) - NIGHT

Agent X looks at the stairway sign with excitement. She goes

up the steps.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (3RD FLOOR STAIRWAY) - NIGHT

Agent X moves on from the stairway. She continues her search

around the 3rd floor...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (3RD FLOOR HALLWAYS) - NIGHT

Cobra is seen still running. He obliviously walks past a

"3rd floor" sign.

He stumbles across a room labeled "3-EB." He looks inside

through the window...

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (3-EB ROOM) - NIGHT

Broken windows and toxic barrels. Piles of rubble. Large

scratches and markings on the walls.

A bunch of henchmen are seen guarding and moving around the

area. Cobra is satisfied by his henchmen searching for their

enemy. He moves on...
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INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (3RD FLOOR ROOM) - NIGHT

Agent X stands confidently with fists in the air. Two

henchmen are seen prepared to fight her.

The two henchmen move closer.

SWOOSH!

Their punches miss as...

KICK!

One enemy is down. The other henchman turns and looks at

Agent X. She raises herself prepared to fight the other one.

SWOOSH!

Agent X quickly moves away from the punch.

SWOOSH!

The beautiful agent dodges the other punch.

PUNCH!

The enemy is down. Agent X moves forward.

INT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY (3RD FLOOR HALLWAY) - NIGHT

Cobra walks towards a window with the sack of money. He

looks down.

A truck is seen! Cobra is filled with joy to the point of

tears.

BACKICK!

EXT. ABANDONED BROKEN FACTORY AREA - NIGHT

Agent X and Cobra fall from the 3rd floor window!

A pile of rubble is seen down below! Cobra looks at it in

shock!

CRASH!

The villain is on top of the rubble, as Agent X lands on top

of him. Suddenly...

WEEEOOOEEE! WEEEOOOEEE!

Police cars arrive. They cover the whole factory area...
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Agent X stands heroically on top of her enemy. Giving up

Cobra raises his arms. Agent X happily handcuffs him!

The film ends.

End credits show the following pictures:

Cobra crying in jail.

Other henchmen being arrested.

Agent X shaking hands with a police officer.

Agent X smoking and lounging on her couch, reading a

newspaper. On the newspaper a section titled "Crimes" is

seen, with pictures of Cobra’s mugshots under it.


